Panasonic,.

Panasonic
Since the founding of our company in 1918, we at Panasonic have been providing
better living for our customers, always making "people" central to our activities, and
thus focusing on "people's lives." Going forward as well, based on our innovative
electronics technology, we will provide a wide variety of products, systems, and
services, ranging from consumer electronics products to industrial devices, building
products, and housing.
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Robur
ROBUR Corporation was founded in 1991 by the ROBUR Group, a leading Italian
Manufacturer of advanced heating and cooling technologies. Products include:
boilers, chillers, and heat pumps.

Sentinal Products
We protect hydronic heating systems by providing best practice solutions and
products. Sentinel is a company with a clear goal: we offer water treatment products
and services that provide the best lifetime protection for heating and hot water
systems.
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Wessels
Wessels has developed an excellent reputation for delivering high quality products for
hot or chilled water HVAC systems. Every part that goes into our products is tagged
and is traceable throughout the life of the product. To ensure international standards
of quality, Wessels is ASME certified and meets the Japanese Inspection Standard
(JIS). As a result, we're recognized for delivering a wide breadth of high quality

pressure vessels that are cost competitive and delivered on a timely basis.
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Zilmet
Zilmet is one of the oldest and largest expansion tank manufacturer in the world.
Established in Italy in 1962, Zilmet is an international manufacturer of quality
expansion vessels, pressure tanks and plate heat exchangers with several branches
and worldwide distribution.

WHO WEARE

w.allace Ean1nace is changin1g the Plumbing and
HVAC world!
For over 90 years Wallace IEannaoe has served as advisor, technical support, and partner to firms engaged in the

plumbing and HVAC industries. As a leading expert in hydronic system solutions, Wallace Eannace utilizes its
training, education and best-in-class products to aid in bringing projects in o:n-time, under budget and with the
highest operational efficiency.

